Neima Solomon <neimala@aol.com>  
To: Sharon.Dickinson@lacity.org  

Mon, Sep 12, 2016 at 12:58 PM

I am contacting you to let you aware that I oppose the new proposed zoning laws. As a new homeowner, it is expensive enough to own a home today in these neighborhoods and my neighbors who have lived a lifetime here should not dictate how I should expand my property. The city already has zoning laws in place. Let each neighbor decide for him/herself what is deemed appropriate to build on their property. When someone expands, it only only adds value to everyone and removes the seedy areas as well. **Let the city be more concerned about the seedy motels on la Cienega that have drug dealing and prostitution in broad daylight and within radius of the surrounding schools.**

Thank you,

Neima Solomon  
neimala@aol.com